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KDP stresses on
Kurdish unity to discuss
independence with Baghdad
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Understanding
and Cooperation
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Japan opens Consulate in
the Kurdistan Region

By | Gazi Hassan
One of the historical problems of
the Kurds that have always appp
peared negative and seems to nevep
er end is disunity and internal confp
flicts. Difference of opinion and
interpretations for the social and
political issues and phenomena is a
positive action, while dividing into
two different and opposite fronts
on small issues and temporary expp
planations for some matters does
actually create risks.
The historians have mentioned
the disunity as a common and evep
erlasting disease of the community
of Kurdistan.
In recent years, the Kurdistan
Democratic Party and the Patriotic
Union of Kurdistan signed a stratp
tegic agreement. During the time
which the agreement was effective
and dominant, to a very good extp
tent, things were going on in tranqp
quility and understanding and trust
in Kurdistan. The experience of
Kurdistan front during the armed
revolution times, then governing
Kurdistan Region after the uprisip
ing as a transitional period between
the revolution and the establishing
of a civil administration and the
parliament election and forming
the government of Kurdistan, put
much positive impact on the situap
ation in Kurdistan. The good relatp
tions between the parties reflected
in the tranquility of the developmp
ment. But then after the absence
of this understanding, complicated
problems emerged reaching a civil
war.
Whilst the area and Iraq are headip
ing towards deep changes, unifyip
ing the political and social stance
in Kurdistan Region is possible to
be worked for. After erupting numbp
ber of issues and new conflicts after
2013 election, KDP and PUK have
recently commenced dialogue and
exchanging opinions on ending the
problems. These meetings do not
only ease the tense relations among
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political parties, but also normalip
ize the social relations in society,
improve even the education sector,
solve the financial problems, and
even dealing with Baghdad and the
regional problems successfully.
The media always seek for dramp
matic speeches, reaching the
level of not considering amiable
speeches and mutual understandip
ing worth broadcasting as news.
So it’s expected that some media
outlets would meet the successful
meetings with negative political
perspectives.
The understanding and rappp
prochement of the two powerful
and influential parties would have
direct results on many aspects; the
meetings even kindle optimism in
individuals of Kurdistan. It’s suppp
posed that after unfruitful conflict,
the parties will work deeper and
with more trust for succeeding
the projects and Kurdistan Region
President’s opinions, whether for
solving the internal crises, or unifp
fying the Kurdish discourse on the
anticipated changes.
Some local political parties and
regional powers may not benefit
from the rapprochement of the
opinions of the two parties and their
mutual understanding, but due to
the realistic interpretation for the
developments, the parties would
be able to deal more responsibly
with the developments and could
direct the political discourse of the
Kurdistan Region more effectively
based on maintaining the interests
of all in the future. According to
all estimates, with the disagreemp
ments among the parties and intp
ternal problems of some of them,
time has come to exert common
efforts and unify the abilities that
can form a new beginning to countp
teract any project that attempts to
undermine the legitimate power
and governance of the Kurdistan
Region.

Kurdistan Regional Govep
ernment Prime Minister
Nechirvan Barzani met
with Japanese State Minip
ister for Foreign Affairs
Kentaro Sonoura and his
accompanying delegatp
tion.
In the meeting, attended
by Deputy Prime Ministp
ter Qubad Talabani, the
Japanese Minister reaffp
firmed his country’s posp
sition to further strengthep

Masrour Barzani, the
Chancellor of Kurdistan
Region Security Council
(KRSC) stated on Wednesdp
day that the Islamic State
(ISIS) is close to its demp
mise and a promising futp
ture is ahead of the Kurdip
istan Region's people.
"ISIL [ISIS] is on the
verge of collapse. I see a
promising future for our
people," Barzani posted
on his official twitter, usip
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loans lent to Iraq. Japanp
nese loans have financed
a number of strategic
projects across the Kurdip
istan Region.
Mr. Barzani also commp
mended Japan for openip
ing its consulate in Erbil,
stating his government’s
support to the Japanese
diplomatic mission in
Kurdistan.
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en its relations with the
Kurdistan Region, by
opening its consulate in
Erbil on Wednesday.
Prime Minister Barzani
expressed his appreciatp
tion to the people and
government of Japan for
their continued support
to the Kurdistan Region
Government, including
Tokyo’s insistence on
guaranteeing Kurdistan
Region’s share in the
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ing a different acronym to
refer to IS.
He further stated that
people of Kurdistan Regp
gion "cannot live in fear
and insecurity forever."
The statement of Chancp
cellor Barzani followed his
meeting with the Japanese
State Minister for Foreign
Affairs Kentaro Sonoura
in Erbil earlier today.
Officials from the Kurdip
istan Regional Governmp

ment (KRG) and the
government of Japan on
Wednesday signed an
agreement for clearing
some 424,000 square kilp
lometers of Kurdistan
Region's land from land
mines.
Barzani welcomed
Japan's demining project
and its diplomatic office in
Erbil which was officially
opened on Wednesday.
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Barzani: International Cooperation
Required to Eradicate Terrorism
The Kurdistan Region
President Masoud Barzani
on Wednesday stated that
the entire international
community should coopep
erate not only militarily
but in all respects to uprp
root extremism.
Barzani made the statemp
ment today as he received
a delegation headed by
Japan's State Minister for
Foreign Affairs Kentaro
Sonoura and discussed issp
sues related to war against
terrorism with the Japanp
nese officials.
In the meeting, Barzani
elaborated on the war
against the Islamic State
(IS) saying though IS is
on the verge of defeat and
collapse this should not be
interpreted as the end of
terrorism and extremism
as these ideologies can
surface again in different
disguises and under new
names.
He thought there should
be an all-inclusive coordinp
nation and support by the
entire international commp
munity to uproot terrorip
ism not only militarily but
in all respects.
The delegation, includip
ing Japan's Ambassador to
Iraq Fumio Iwai accompp
panied by the first general
consul of the country to be
assigned to Kurdistan, visip
ited Barzani just hours befp
fore the Japanese General
Consular office opened

in the Kurdistan Region's
capital in Erbil.
On behalf of his countp
try, the Japanese Minister
thanked Barzani and the
Kurdish Peshmerga forces
for their role and struggle
for creating peace and
combating terrorism.
Sonoura also voiced his
country's inclination to
strengthen ties with the
Kurdistan Region, saying
that opening Japan's Consp
sular office is a step in this
direction.
The official also statep
ed that Japan is willing
to support Kurdistan in
clearing explosives and
mines and developing its
industrial, economic and

health sectors.
Earlier today the Japanp
nese delegation signed
an agreement for clearip
ing 424,000 square kilomp
meters of the Kurdistan
Region's land areas from
war explosives and mines,
according to which Japan
will provide Kurdistan
with mine clearing equipmp
ment worth $833,000.

Barzani Meets
with Foreign
Diplomats in Erbil
President Barzani stated
that the people who left
Mosul for the Islamic
State (IS) to occupy it

were also reluctant to see
the major operation to retp
take the city get started,
Kurdistan
presidency
website reported.
Without any reference
to a particular person or
party, Barzani made this
comment on Thursday as
he met with the foreign
diplomats in Erbil.
As for the allegations
against the Kurdistan autp
thorities for their willingnp
ness to establish their own
Kurdish state, Barzani
told foreign diplomats "no
one has the right to object
to us over territorial unity
of Iraq because before
and after 2003 we did evep
erything to create a true

partnership,
pluralism,
democracy and federalism
[but it did not work]."
Still, Barzani said, Kurdip
istan is militarily coordp
dinating with the federal
government in the best
way, especially for the
Mosul operation.
In the meeting, the
Kurdistan
President
also thanked the Kurdip
ish Peshmerga forces for
their bravery in the battle
against IS and the internp
national coalition for their
support in this war as well
as Kurdistan people for
their patience in these diffp
ficult times.
The President reiterated
that to overcome terrorism

and extremist ideologies
the international communp
nity should not suffice to
provide military support.
As for the economic crisp
sis in Kurdistan, Barzani
hoped with the relative incp
crease in oil prices and the
liberation of more areas
from IS and the gradual
return of the IDPs to their
hometowns, the burden on
Kurdistan could be eased.
President Barzani also
voiced his optimism that
the current negotiations
among the political partp
ties in Kurdistan can settp
tle the political issues of
Kurdistan.

KRG’s head of foreign relations meets with Yazda

The Kurdistan Regional
Government’s
(KRG)
head of foreign relations
met with the leadership of
the Yezidi NGO Yazda in
an effort to reach a solutp
tion following closure of
the NGO by local authoritp
ties for alleged political
activities.
The meeting between
Yazda leadership and
Falah Mustafa was “positp
tive and the two sides
agreed to create an atmp
mosphere for open dialp
logue to resolve the issues
based on mutual respect,”
reads a statement issued

by Yazda after the meetip
ing last week.
Yazda early January
said that security forces,
Asayesh, had shut down
their Duhok office “for
unknown reason” and that
“this includes all Yazda's
humanitarian
projects
serving the Yazidi commp
munity.”
Dr. Dindar Zebari, head
of the KRG’s High Commp
mittee to Evaluate and
Respond to International
Reports, said after the
incident that the closure
came after the rights orgp
ganization ignored an

initial warning to abide
by the rules of the Kurdistp
tan Region regarding the
work of NGOs and they
had “stepped outside their
organizational mission.”
Zebari said the departmp
ment for NGOs had earlp
lier warned them to fully
abide by the rules, but
that they failed to do so in

“some aspects” and they
“stepped outside their orgp
ganizational mission.”
He refused to give specp
cific details of the closure,
saying that the decision
came from the NGO depp
partment.
Akram Jamo, director of
the Kurdish Department
of NGOs, described the

closure as illegal and said
that his office was the sole
authority to take such an
action based on court ordp
ders.
He, however, defended
the position that Yazda
was embroiled in political
activity, such as releasing
a statement in political
language and accusing locp

cal authorities of treating
Yezidis as “second-class
citizens.”
Yazda’s executive directp
tor Murad Ismael, who
was part of the delegation
meeting with Mustafa,
stated that the decision to
close their office in Kurdip
istan was “not legal, not
fair, and politically motivp
vated.”
Yazda and KRG officials
will have further meetip
ings with KRG officials
“to prepare the ground for
a solution so that Yazda
can continue to serve the
Yazidi cause,” concludes
the NGOs statement.
Yazda has provided
emergency aid, includip
ing psychological care, to
Yezidi women and girls
upon their rescue. They
also provide education
and training to create oppp
portunities for women
and girls to build a stable,
self-sufficient future.
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KDP stresses on Kurdish unity to discuss
independence with Baghdad
“Some political parties may not
convinced by anything.”
Spokesman of Kurdistan
Democratic Party (KDP),
Mahmoud Mohammed,
revealed the agenda of his
party leadership meeting
held in January 14, 2016,
adding that the issues that
important issues were discp
cussed.
The leadership meeting
was chaired by KDP leadep
er Massoud Barzani. After
the meeting, Mohammed
said that the meeting talkep
ed about the Erbil-Baghdp
dad issues, of which the
talks about independence
of Kurdistan that Presidp
dent Barzani discussed it
with Baghdad when he
visited Iraqi capital last
time.
The spokesman added
that some steps have been
taken in Baghdad which
are not in the level of the
agreement reached betp
tween the two parties earlp
lier.
Mohammed further said
that the leadership of

KDP considered liberatp
tion of Mosul as vital for
the Kurdistan Region,
adding that there is one
question being mentioned
several times that why do
the Kurds join the operatp
tion of liberating Mosul?
Regarding the party’s
plan for future, Mohammp
med added that
For governing Iraq, there
are "planned" attempts to
replace the principle of
consensus by the majority
rule, in which case, Kurds
will sustain the greatest
damage, warned a statemp
ment by the Kurdistan
Democratic Party (KDP)
Leadership Council.
In their joint statement
which was issued today
after their first meeting
in 2017, the KDP leaders
voiced concerns over the
attempts to abort the consp
sensus principle which the
Iraqi and Kurdish politicp
cal parties agreed on for
ruling the country after

2003.
Therefore, KDP Leadersp
ship Council, calls on the
Kurdish parties to reconsp
sider and reorganize the
Baghdad-Erbil ties "so
that they keep to the histp
tory of [Kurdish people's]
struggle and sacrifices and
reflect on their status."
KDP leaders expressed
their support for the financp

cial reforms undertaken
by the Kurdistan Regional
Government (KRG) and
suggested in response to
Kurdistan people's endp
durance in the face of the
three years long economic
crisis that there should be
"serious" attempts to impp
prove their living conditp
tions.
The KDP statement said

that both “KDP and Patriop
otic Union of Kurdistan”
and other parties work to
form a committee to visit
Baghdad and talk about
independence.
Mohammed added that
both KDP and PUK will
hold another meeting next
week and then the KDP
will visit other parties.
In addition, Mohammed

announced that the meetip
ing also focused on the
content of President Barzp
zani’s project on reform
would be implemented.
All the reform committp
tees, the spokesman said,
that have finished their
reports and all of them
would be submitted in
two week period.

PM Barzani attends Rafsanjani’s memorial in Erbil
Iraqi Kurdistan Prime
Minister Nechirvan Barzp
zani said on Wednesday
the late Ayatollah Hashep
emi Rafsanjani's death is a
great loss not only for Iranp
nians, but also for nations
of the region, including
Iraqi Kurds.
Barzani made the remp
mark after signing up the
memorial book opened in
Iran's Consulate General
in Erbil on Wednesday

following demise of the
late Ayatollah.
He offered his condolp
lences to the Iranian diplp
lomat in Erbil and wished
divine blessing for the
deceased Ayatollah and
patience for his bereaved
family.
On the second day of memp
morial service for Ayatollp
lah Rafsanjani in Erbil, a
group of Iraqi Kurd senior
officials, characters, cabinp

net ministers, governors,
religious figures and cultp
tural characters attended
Iran's consulate general
and expressed their sympp
pathy with Iranian governmp
ment and nation.
Ayatollah
Rafsanjani
passed away at the age
of 82 on Sunday, January
8, due to cardiac arrest
caused by heart attack.

BCF delivers aid to 1,400 IDP families
Barzani Charity Foundation (BCF)
on Wednesday sent kerosene, home
supplies and food packages to
around 1,400 families of IDPs, refugp
gees, Anfal victims and martyrs.
Cookers were distributed to 60
families of Anfal martyrs in Shiladze
sub district of Duhok province.
In coordination with the UNHDR,
BCF also provided kerosene for 933
IDP families in Dibaga Camp of Erbp
bil province.
BCF also delivered aid provided
by the Iraqi Ministry of Displacemp
ment and Migration which included
washing and cleaning agents and

food packages for 45 IDP families
and rugs for 369 IDP families also
in Dibaga Camp.
The Norwegian Refugee Council
(NRC) also delivered its aids, buckep
ets and cleaning agents, to 18 familp
lies through BCF.
BCF also jointly with Azgar Institp
tute had 701 IDP children in Dibaga
Camp have a haircut.
BCF is a non-governmental orgp
ganization, working to improve the
living conditions of the IDPs, refugp
gees and families with low income
with the organization's aid.
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“America’s support
for Kurds is
essential,” says
Masrour Barzani
Chancellor of Kurdistan
Region Security Council
(KRSC), Masrour Barzani
said the Kurds expect the
new US administration “to
remember the sacrifices” that

they have made to protect not
only Kurdistan but also the
world.
“We have always been sayip
ing that Kurds have no friends
but the mountains; we hope

that from now on we can say
that we have our mountains
and also Americans as our
friends,” Barzani said in Fox
News’s War Stories.
The senior Kurdish officp

cial believes Kurds deserve
greater international support
as they are a nation which resp
spects democracy, freedom,
human rights and coexistp
tence of different ethnic and

religious communities.
“America’s support for us
is essential,” the Chancellor
of KRSC added.

“US won’t stand in the way of Kurdish
independence,” retired US General
The United States (US)
and the Kurdistan Regionap
al Government (KRG)
share the same interests
and the newly elected US
administration will not
stand in the way of a possp
sible independence of the
Kurdish Region in Iraq,
said retired US Army Genep
eral Ernie Audino.
“Americans have recognp
nized what the Kurds have
been doing,” Audino said.
Audino who spoke to
Kurdistan24, a Kurdish
satellite TV channel, on
Wednesday, further pointep
ed out that the President-

elect Donald Trump is a
supporter of the Kurdish
Region and considers it
as a "strong ally." He expp
plained that the presidentp
tial advisors for the region
have recognized the value
of the Kurds in the battle
against the Islamic State
(IS) and terror in general.
He stressed on the impp
portance of the Kurdish
unity, saying that now is
the right time for Kurdish
leaders to come together,
as there is a strong chance
of future devising in the
post-liberation process.
“I believe that there are

regional powers who will
begin to try to encourage
divisions within the Kurdip
ish leadership and within
Kurdistan,” Audino argp
gued.
In addition, the US Genep
eral stated that the new
administration would not
try to block any ways for
future Kurdish independp
dence following a referendp
dum in Iraq, as both sides
share the same interests
and
possible independp
dence could stabilize the
situation in the region.

Syrian Kurds call on Iraqi Kurdistan
to reveal warplanes’ identity
The head of Defense
Body in Jazeera Cantp
ton in Syrian Kurdistan,
Rezan Gilo, demanded
the Kurdistan Regional
Government KRG to uncp
cover the identity of the
warplanes that allegedly
launched from a military
base in Iraqi Kurdistan
and assaulted Jazeera
Canton areas.
After the Defense Body
held investigations in
Jazeera Canton about the
offensive on Tel Alo area,
Gilo said “the warplanes
that launched from militp
tary bases in Kurdistan
Region were unknown.”
The KRG said in a statemp
ment on Wednesday it rejp
jects the allegations of the
Syrian Kurdish Democp

cratic Union Party (PYD)
regarding an aircraft usip
ing Kurdistan Region’s
airbase to bombard an
area in Jazeera Canton in
the Syrian Kurdistan.
Safin Dizayee, the KRG
Spokesperson, strongly
refuted the accusations
arguing that Kurdistan
Region does not even
have an airbase. The
Jazeera authorities seem
to have been “confused,”
he said.
“We deny the news repp
ported by the PYD which
purports a number of
warplanes took off from
a military base in the
Kurdistan Region and
bombarded Tel Alo area
in Jazira,” Dizayee said.
On January 3, unknown

warplanes
bombarded
sites near Tel Alo area
in Jazeera Canton of
Rojava. The Defense
Body in Jazeera Canton
assured in a statement
issued on Tuesday that
the warplanes launched
from military bases in the
Kurdistan Region.
The head of the Defp
fense Body in Jazeera
Canton concluded “we
as Defense Body in the
Democratic Autonomous
Administration see the
Turkey and the Kurdistp
tan Region as two neighbp
boring states, and we
have not broken the law
of good neighborliness
whatever done, rather,
we promise to protect it."
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The revival of Shingal

Canadian officials are drafting legal agreemp
ments to be signed by both Baghdad and the
Kurdistan Regional Government (KRG) befp
fore an arms delivery.
Canada’s National Defense spokesperson
Daniel Le Bouthillier said his country was
trying to find the best arm suppliers, but also
working on drawing up a contract.
Without offering further details, the Canadp
dian government said the weapons supplied to
Kurds would be purchased on the open market
for USD $9.5 million.
The shipment is expected to include rifles,
machine guns, and light mortars.

Iraqi Parliament Questions
Chief of Baghdad Security
Iraqi parliament has summoned the head of
Baghdad Operation Command for questioning
about the deteriorating security situation in the
capital city.
Kurdish Member of the Iraqi Parliament,
Ardalan Nouraddin, the top security official in
Baghdad attended a meeting with a specialized
parliamentary committee, but no information
is available on the discussions.
“The committee is said to conclude the investp
tigations in a comprehensive report and presep
ent it to the parliament,” the MP said.
The security situation in Baghdad has recentlp
ly been disturbed by frequent terrorist attacks
among civilians. The major city, only since the
beginning of the New Year, has witnessed sevep
eral bombings at the result of which more than
100 people were reportedly killed with many
more injured.

Ministries Positions Create
Issues for Abadi
Kurdish MP at the Iraqi Parliament, Shahawan
Abdullah, said the Sunnis are not agreeing on
identifying someone for the Defense Minister
as well as the Shiites.
He also said the State of Law Coalition do not
want security positions to be filled aiming at
create issues for the government.
"There are attempts by Shiites for disbanding
the Iraqi government and the State of Law Coap
alition is preventing anyone form filling in the
security positions, said Abdullah

Three Top IS Leaders Killed
in Mosul Battle
Three top leaders of the Islamic State (IS)
organization were killed on Friday as the
Iraqi forces moved further into the IS-domp
main in western Mosul and gained control
over another neighborhood in the city.
According to the Iraqi intelligence reports,
the chief for the IS operation in Mosul was
killed by Iraqi forces.
Also Abu-Khatib al-Sa'udi, chief for IS
suicide bombers and Abu Omer Dutch, the
Mosul leader for the foreign fighters in IS
ranks were killed on Friday.
The Iraqi forces could liberate more areas
in western Mosul, as the entire al-Kafa'at
al-Ula neighborhood, Mosul Governorate
Building, Mosul Technical Institute, and the
directories of agricultural, planning, reconsp
struction and land registry in the city.

After ISIS attack on Shingp
gal, people's homes were
destroyed and many left
their city.
As part of an urban recp
covery project in Iraq, the
United Nations Human
Settlements Program (UNHabitat) finished building
124 residential housing
units in Snune Sub district
in Shingal town so that their

rightful owners can live in
safety and with dignity.
The Shingal and Snune
were two of the areas that
were largely damaged by
the Islamic State (ISIS) terrp
rorists and devastated after
major military operations
began in December 2015
to retake the areas from the
terrorists.
Out of some 350 families

who have returned to the
Yezidi town of Shingal, libep
erated from ISIS in 2015,
all are Yezidis, except for
Qasim Khalil’s family, who
are Muslim Kurds.
People from different relp
ligious groups have lived
together for centuries in
Shingal. There are 30 Yezidi
shrines, 11 mosques, and
one church in the town that

is now largely in ruins. The
fear, however, is that the recp
cent genocide may make it
difficult for old neighbours
to trust each other again.
For now, those who have
returned to Shingal that say
they are happy living with
each other, hoping that more
people will join them soon.

Turkish Court Rules in Favor of
Kurdish Singer Shivan Perwer
The Turkish Constitutional
Court has ruled to compp
pensate the iconic Kurdip
ish artist Şivan Perwer for
“unauthorised use” of his
signature song Bejina Zirp
rav, which according to
the court had been adapted
by the Turkish folk music
performer Güler Işık in her
Nirim album in 2002.
Perwer had previously
filed a lawsuit against the
Turkish artist but was rejp
jected compensation by a
court in Istanbul in 2013.
The Constitutional Court,
however, ruled Wednesday
that “the right to a fair trial
had been violated in the
case of the unauthorized
use of the song between the
artists Şivan Perwer and
Güler Işık for the past 12
years” and said the state had
to pay 14,000 lira ($3,700)
to Perwer for “non-pecuniap
ary damage.”
"The Applicant has been
ordered to refuse the other
claims for damages,” the
court statement said.
Perwer released his Bejp
jina Zirav hit song on his
1992 album Zembilfros, a
decade before it was used
by Işık.

Born in Turkey’s Kurdistp
tan in 1955, Perwer became
famous in the late 1970s
and ’80s for singing about
the oppression of his fellow
Kurds in their homelands.
He left Turkey in 1976 and
has lived in exile for 37
years.
His return to Turkey in
2013 opened up a division
among Turkey's Kurds,

who accused the legendary
singer of compromising the
Kurdish cause.
In an interview with Rudp
daw a month after he played
his first concert in Turkey
in nearly four decades, Perwp
wer described his joy of retp
turning to his home and his
warm welcome from the
people but frosty from the
Kurdish politicians.

“My dream was to return
to Amed [Diyarbakir] one
day to organize a concert
and see people greet me
and tell me that I am welcp
come to my home. This
was 37 years ago. The situap
ation has changed now, but
like a young tree it still
needs care and a lot has to
be done,” he said.
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Sports News
Conte Unsure when
Diego Costa Will Return
Chelsea manager Antonio Conte says he is unsp
sure when Diego Costa will return from injury
after leaving him out for Saturday's 3-0 win at
Leicester.
Costa had a dispute with a coach over his fitnp
ness and Conte said the 28-year-old Spain striker
complained of a back problem on Tuesday.
There were also reports he is the subject of an
offer to move to China.
"I don't know how long it will take, I don't have
his pain," said Conte. "We'll see about this next
week."
Costa has been integral to the Premier League
leaders this season, having scored 14 goals and
provided five assists.

Suarez Scores Twice
against Las Palmas
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Security forces and unpaid civil servants
clashed as protests continue
Unpaid teachers and empp
ployees ask KRG to pay
salaries on time and review
salary saving system.
Teachers and activists
clashed with security forces
in Sulaimania province of
the autonomous Kurdistan
Region on Saturday durip
ing a protest over unpaid
salaries and the lack of a
proper response from the
government to meet their
demands.
More than 5,000 people

had gathered in front of the
education ministry building
in Sulaimania and marched
to the headquarters of the
Patriotic Union of Kurdistp
tan (PUK), the dominant
party in the south of the
Kurdish Region.
"Where are the employep
ees' salaries, you corrupt
government," the protesters
chanted in the city, which is
administered by the autonop
omous Kurdistan Regional
Government (KRG).

"Where is the oil income
going," they also asked, accp
cusing both the PUK and
the Kurdistan Democratic
Party, the two key parties,
of corruption.
"I don't trust the govep
ernment when it says the
region is suffering from
a financial crisis," said
Sara Rahim, a 40-year-old
teacher who has not been
paid in months.
Organisers of the protests
said that teachers would

protest again on Sunday
and remain on strike until
their salaries were paid and
their demands met.
Civil servants in Kurdistan
have been on strike intermp
mittently since 2015, when
salaries stopped being paid
on time as the region was
hit hard by the cost of the
war against the so-called
Islamic State (known as
ISIS/ISIL) and plummeting
oil prices.

Canada to Supply Peshmerga with
$9,5 Million Worth of Weapons
Agreements between
Canada, Baghdad
and the Kurdistan
Regional Government
must be signed before

Luis Suarez scored twice as Barcelona cut Real
Madrid's La Liga lead to two points by thrashing
Las Palmas.
Suarez turned in an Andre Gomes cut-back for
the only goal of the first half, but hosts Barca
then scored three quick goals after the break.
Lionel Messi tapped in and Suarez then steered
a lovely shot into the corner, before Arda Turan
made it 4-0.
Aleix Vidal's first goal for the club, placed into
the corner from a Paco Alcacer pass, completed
the rout.

Barcelona Drawn against Real
Sociedad in Copa Del Rey
Barcelona have been drawn against Real Sociedp
dad in the quarter-finals of the 2016-17 Copa del
Rey, as they continue their campaign to win the
tournament for the third year running.
Real Madrid have been paired with Celta Vigo in
the last eight after Los Blancos saw off 2015-16
finalists Sevilla in the previous round.
Meanwhile, Atletico Madrid will take on Eibar
and Segunda Division side Alcorcon will face
Alaves.

Draxler strike gives PSG
win over Rennes
Paris St Germain's Julian Draxler proved his
worth when the Germany midfielder scored his
first Ligue 1 goal to inspire the champions to a
1-0 win at Stade Rennes on Saturday.
Draxler, who joined PSG from VfL Wolfsburg
for a reported 38 million euros ($40.44 million)
in the winter break, found the net with a fine
right-foot effort six minutes before the break.
The victory put PSG on 42 points from 20 games,
behind second-placed Monaco on goal difference
and two points adrift of leaders Nice, who host
Metz on Sunday when Monaco visit Olympique
de Marseille in the late game.

the delivery
In its efforts to fight the
Islamic State (IS), anti-IS
coalition member, Canada,
will provide the Kurdish
Peshmerga with $9,5 millp
lion worth of weapons such
as rifles, machine-guns and
light mortars.
Currently, Canada is discp
cussing the planned purcp
chases with various suppliep
ers.
Daniel Le Bouthillier,
spokesman for Canada's

National Defense said that
the agreements and other
legal documents are being
drawn up, which will need
to be signed by Baghdad
and the Kurdish Regional
Government in order to
"help ensure adequate contp
trols are in place to govern
the use of the equipment."
The weapons will be delp

livered only after the agreemp
ments are signed.
These safeguards reflect
the concern also raised by
human rights organizations
such an Amnesty Internatp
tional over the matter of
arms transfers to groups
that are committing war
crimes in Iraq.
The exact delivery date of

weapons is yet unknown.
In 2014 Canada began
supplying the Peshmerga
in Iraq with weapons and
ammunition in order to to
assist them in the battle
against the Islamic State.
Currently, there are about
200 Canadian soldiers assp
sisting the Peshmerga in
northern Iraq.

Forbidden Chemical Substances
Discovered in Mosul University
Following the liberation
of Yarmcha neighborhood,
the entire neighborhoods
of southeastern Mosul are
now retaken from the Islp
lamic State (IS), according
to a report.
The semi-official Iraqiya
news channel on Saturday
citied Mosul Operation
Commander in Chief Abdp
dul-Amir Yarulla saying
the counter-terrorism forcep
es freed Yarmcha neighborhp
hood and now the Iraqi flag
is flying over the governmp
mental agencies in all the
neighborhoods in southeast
of Mosul.
The official paid attribute
to the Iraqi and coalition

airstrikes for their support
in retaking the area.
Also the commander
of Iraqi counter-terrorip
ism forces, Abdul-Wahab
Sa'edi, was quoted saying

the Iraqi forces in the campp
pus of University of Mosul
found forbidden chemical
substances used by IS to
develop chemical weapons
and use them on the battlefp

field.
The material was kept in
nine barrels which were
confiscated by the Iraqi
forces, according to the offp
ficial.
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The Kurdish painter Aras Majeed Talib ( 1969-2016)
The Kurdish painter Aras Majp
jeed Talib was born in 1969 in
Kirkuk. He died on December
1st 2016 of a heart failure in
Kirkuk. My familiarity with the
artist dates back to the eightip
ies, especially in the exhibitions
of Kirkuk’s artists in 1986 in
the new hall of the city, during
which he was observing works
of other artists as an audience
and an artist. He studied at the
institute of health and medicine.
Besides, he was involved in artwp
work until the nineties in Ammp
man, capital of Jordan where he

ing of Sumerian’s Remainders
which was previously sold at
USD 25 thousand urged Aras to
develop his work and presented
a group of work to his audience,
such as Kurdish girl, Babylon
wall, and drawings of the catastp
trophe happened to Ezidis and
the cultural of his country. Many
of his works have been shown
in the galleries of Netherlands.
The charisma of Aras was really
unique.
By Ashti Garmiyani
attained a spot in Shopan gallery
and continued his activities. Latep
er, he migrated to Netherlands in
1997 and settled in Amsterdam.
When Aras Majeed reached
into the modern art, he develop
oped himself after feeling that
he’s too late from the universal
art movement. He then started
academically studying art and
composing artwork with a diffp
ferent form and shapes that he
mixed Mesopotamia’s history of
art with new contemporary. So he
gained good success in his work
and built contacts with the gallp
leries of Netherland’s cities. He
was able to move Kirkuk with its
citadel, bazaar and Sumerian’s
remainders into his drawings in
oil works. He gained good popup
ularity with this move. He’s alwp
ways been a humble person. The
tragedy of his life didn’t seem
like an ordinary person. Those
personalities who attended the
funeral of Aras on 3/12/2016
in Media Hall in Amsterdam
gave speech and recalled certain
memories with Aras. The paintip

“The Memories of a Black Horse” shown in Eastern Kurdistan
The film ‘Memories of a
Black Horse’ directed by
Shahram Alidi, a Kurdip
ish director, has been recp
cently shown in Sina and
Mariwan’s cinema halls.
The film is one of the
important works of Alip
idi. It is actually a joint
product of Iran and
Turkey and was shot in
Northern Kurdistan.
The film proves Alidi’s
skills, the director impp
plies that his works are
contemporary and goes
hand in hand with all the

technical and cinema dimp
mensions of the famous

world’s films.
The director has been

able to use symbols and
signs artistically and

shows the problems his
nation faces.
In ‘Memories of a Black
Horse’, a group of young
boys and girls manage
with a lot of difficulty
to take back their fallen
friend’s corpse from the
enemy, as an attempt to
achieve his will.
From the beginning untp
til the end, a black horse
plays a role and the camep
era tells us some stories
from horse’s perspectp
tives. The fallen woman
struggler had demanded

some requests in her will
which are signs and symbp
bols: an olive tree, spring
water, clear and a cold
river, bunch of wheat, an
old Kurdish sonnet and a
horse. These were symbp
bols through which her
friends try to take the
corpse back and take the
hands of the audience insp
side the story of a struggp
gling occupied nation.
By H.G. Hassan

